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2

Project Spend
LM reported the budget was still looking healthy with 8 weeks left.

3

Use of the Welsh Language
This matter continues to cause concern. LM stated as the group felt the
matter remained unresolved, they could raise this at the forthcoming
Project Board meeting, if deemed necessary.

4

House Prices:

By who

Date

Apologies received from Mark Wiles, Cefin Edwards, Julian Kirkham,
Gareth Evens, Pete Cole.

LM had managed to speak with an appropriate person at Barlcays, Mark LM
Hemsby – Regional Manager for North Wales. MH committed to speak
with someone in Barclays policy division to ascertain why the 60 year
rule was in place and if it could be changed. LM to chase this up for
progress.
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The group felt that in view of the outcome from local estate agents and
their view of valuing properties, it was now a case of tackling the
independent property valuers/ surveyors who were making
assumptions on the future value of properties in the village and grossly
under-valuing them accordingly. LM has subsequently been contacted
by one surveyor covering Fairbourne and she will endeavour to arrange
a meeting to discuss the issues facing homeowners when selling a
property. It was suggested that we sought help from RICS in order to
make contact with surveyors in the area.
In view of the continued absence of response from RICS, it was LM
suggested that contact with WG be made in over to lever the situation.
5

Council Tax Reduction:
LM reported that after speaking with Cllr John Wynn Jones, it would not LM
be possible to remove council tax for second home owners (this would
have encouraged people to buy a second home in Fairbourne, thus
minimising chances of the village becoming derelict). The possibility
remains however, to have council tax for Fairbourne residents reduced,
but this is something that will take some time to lobby and convince the
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council of, in these times of financial hardship. It also needs to be clear
why the reduction would be made. LM to maintain contact with Cllr
Jones to progress this matter.
6

Frequently Asked Questions:
All FAQ’s have now been received and we are waiting for responses for
three questions, prior to them being sent for approval, translation and
distribution.
In order to reduce distribution costs and in light of PP’s suggestion to LM
put the document online, the FAQ will now be located on the
www.fairbourne.info website and readers will be able to search by
topic. It was suggested that hard copies then be left at shops around
the village and the village hall, to ensure that those who want a hard
copy (or are not able to access the document online) are able to obtain
a copy. LM to approach local establishments to ask for their support in
holding hard copies. It was mentioned that computers will be
accessible in the newly-renovated village hall and residents would be
able to access the online copy via this medium.

7

Next Public Event:
Nothing planned at this stage.

8

Friog Cliff Study
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Reuben Woodford, newly appointed to NRW, was in attendance.
Reuben has taken over from Dafydd and reported on the current and
future activities at the Friog end of the defences.
The 2014 emergency works were undertaken to ensure the immediate
integrity of the defence and safety of the community. Since then NRW
have commissioned a detailed report to look at any further works to
ensure these defences are effective and sustainable. Recommendations
contained in the report have been adopted by NRW in our proposed
way forward and a preferred option devised that will offer a vital
contribution to managing natural risk to the community of Fairbourne.
NRW now propose improvements that will enhance the emergency
works already completed and contribute to their sustainability and
resilience. NRW propose to:
•
•
•

•

Import additional rock armour to reinforce a section of the
defence at Friog Corner.
Replenish the beach with shingle on the seaward side of the new
armour to help protect it.
Create a maintenance programme to sustain the defence and
the important synergy between the hard engineered defence
and the natural beach.
Monitoring changes so that we know how well the structures
perform over time and when maintenance might be needed
RW

Briefing for inclusion within the FFC newsletter to be provided.

ASAP

9

Any Other Business
Reporting of incidents:
LM stated she would produce a list of contacts who residents could LM
contact ‘in the event of…..’. FFC offered to circulate this with their
newsletter and it could also go onto the www.fairbourne.info website.
Bid for 16-17:
It was stated that a possible option for inclusion with the bid for 16-17 LM
was an ‘information terminal’ for the village – this could be located
outside the train station. This would promote communication about
the project and other village activities, contributing to the over-arching
aim of maintaining a lively community, full of vitality. LM stated this
would be a good idea and would consider this from forthcoming
funding.

10

Dates of forthcoming Working Group Meetings:
Tuesday 19th April 2016, 10.30am at Dolgellau
Tuesday 24th May 2016, 10.30am at Dolgellau
Tuesday 28th June 2016, 10.30am at Dolgellau
Tuesday 26th July 2016, 10.30am at Dolgellau

ASAP
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